
Junior C++ Developer

Responsibilities:

•Reading and interpreting pre-existing code;

•Develop code to extend existing shared libraries;

•Support the implementation of the shared libraries in our games;

•Profiling and optimizing software components.

Requirements:

•Good knowledge of C/C++;

•Previous working experience of minimum 6 months or development of a complex application;

•Knowledge in 3D mathematics (Linear algebra, arrays, vectors, etc.) is considered a plus;

•Experience with graphic libraries (OpenGL, Direct 3D) would be a plus;

•Advanced English - both speaking and writing;

•Creative problem solver, able to quickly learn and utilize new concepts;

•Positive, results-driven and action-oriented person.

Why work in our team:

•You will have the chance to build your own 3D engine in the first month under the supervision of a 

dedicated trainer;

•You will master the coding skills and debugging techniques required to cover the widest range of mobile 

devices - from smartphones to tablets - and you will use these skills on every new hit offered by the mobile 

devices market;



•You will get a deeper knowledge on various platforms, from Android to iOS and Windows, and learn what 

they have in common and what sets them apart, what you need to do and what to avoid when writing truly 

portable code.



Benefits:

•Motivating salary and a merit based pay system;

•Lunch tickets;

•Medical insurance package, in partnership with Regina Maria Clinic;

•Supportive working climate, a young and dynamic team with a free communication style and also the 

possibility to make outstanding performances fairly rewarded;

•Get the chance to work in a multinational team;

•A modern office complex including:

-          Cafeteria with hot food open during working hours

-          Gym facilities

-          Relaxation area with pool tables, ping pong tables, darts, foosball

-          Kickboxing classes in the gym facility free for employees

-          Dance classes (beginner and advanced groups) in the gym facility free for employees;

•Free access to football court and basketball court – 2 hours, once a week, both courts are close to the 

office.
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